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Consider trials determining the value of a treatment by measuring its relative impact on a primary end point. This end point is often a surrogate marker, a laboratory measurement devoid of meaningfully with patients. To find what is best, clinicians must partner with patients to think, talk, and feel through their situation, use the best research evidence, and craft together the best treatment plan while minimally disrupting their lives.2,3

What sort of evidence enterprise can support that work? Here, I propose that the evidence necessary to support patient-centered care requires a fundamental change in the culture of research. Finding what is best for patients requires generous collaboration for Big Science.

How Little Science Fails Patients

The available research produces evidence that clinicians and patients struggle to use to determine what is best for each patient. It is as if the research enterprise was not fit for this purpose. Consider trials determining the value of a treatment by measuring its relative impact on a primary end point. This end point is often a surrogate marker, a laboratory measurement devoid of patient experience, importance or meaning.4 Or it is a composite end point comprised important outcomes (eg, mobility and mortality) combined with less important ones. These trivial ones tend to capture most of the effect and cloud the interpretation of trial results.5 These end points are needed to run the briefest and smallest trial, usually with much <1000 very high-risk participants. This choice is then argued beautifully in a sample size calculation, researchers’ closest foray into writing fiction. The budget for this Lilliput project would come, somehow, only a few cents short of the maximum fundable budget. As they efficiently succeed in identifying a winning intervention, the narrow and skewed definition of success in these studies reduces their value to usual patients and their clinicians. Should a patient use a treatment because it can impact a laboratory marker? How to know the extent to which patients like this would be better off—for example, live longer, with less disability or feel better—with this treatment? For patients taking multiple medications already, how to appreciate the incremental value vis-à-vis the incremental burden of treatment?6 Are these trials able to provide patients and clinicians with salient reasons to support their decisions, for example, the relative effect of alternatives on outcomes that people can experience and value?

Many large drug and device trials are designed primarily to secure the approval of the US Food and Drug Administration. Approval hinges on successful comparisons against placebo controls rather than against another active option that patients may use instead. But in the frontlines of care, in deciding what is best for our patient, what we need are comparisons among the best, most sensible alternatives. Instead, placebo-controlled trials forces reliance on unreliable indirect comparisons, contrasting each agent’s effect against placebo.

A recent development permits the comparison of alternatives using all available studies, including trials that directly compared agents against each other and placebo-controlled trials.7,8 Placed in a network of comparisons, we can analyze the scarce head-to-head direct comparisons and the more numerous indirect comparisons to better estimate the relative impact of each agent. Pooling published evidence, however, cannot overcome the limitations in the underlying evidence. Because some was produced to position drugs as market and sales leaders, only partial and biased data sets and trial results are published and available for pooling.9,10

We can hardly compensate in clinical care for inadequate or unreliable evidence. Consider efforts to bring the evidence about antidepressants to bear in helping primary care clinicians and their patients select an antidepressant. Combining what could be used of the published record with the expertise of clinicians and patients, a tool to support this process was...
produced. The tool compares available agents on their ability to affect patient weight, sexual function, and sleep quality; on their effects with drug discontinuation; and on their daily use and out-of-pocket cost. One domain is crucially absent from this tool because the evidence of any difference across agents was too unreliable: their impact on depression. The work and expense in conducting trials of efficacy that were not designed, conducted, and published to meet the decision needs of patients and clinicians has supported fantastically effective marketing campaigns. Yet, this evidence cannot be used confidently to figure out what is best for our patients.

**Big Data Is Not Great Data**

The sexiest solution proposed to address the problem of inadequate evidence for clinical decision making is to harness the power of the so-called Big Data. Big Data makes use of the unintentional and heterogeneous data byproducts of the provision of clinical care and of billing payers for this care. Mining these extremely large observational and administrative data sets requires sophisticated policies, informatics, statistics, and data processing to render the data useful and its use ethical. Many features of Big Data make it attractive. Investigators can propose myriad projects against the same data set, lowering the cost per question. Questions made feasible by mega-data sets explore the effects of treatments, including those used infrequently, on patient subgroups, and on rare outcomes, on harms, or on outcomes that take a long time to appear. Because these data result from actual practice, they are less affected by the constraints typical of efficacy trials.

Unfortunately, in my view, these data, no matter how big (and some data sets include >100 million people), can only provide us with estimates of association, albeit interesting and precisely estimated. These estimates of associations about the relative value of the available options fall short of meeting decision makers’ needs to draw causal inferences. I do not trust instrumental variables and propensity scores and other fancy analytic tools designed to extract quasicausal inferences from these data sets. Their methodological sophistication cannot successfully overcome the limitations in the data set itself: big, yes, but riddled with error, incomplete (from key variables only available for some patients to massive silence about the biological, psychological, and socioeconomic context of each patient), and confounded. Although these hints can be useful, and sometimes very useful, too often Big Data is simply not Great Data.

**Toward Big Science**

Assessing the impact of sensible options on outcomes that matter requires very large randomized trials. These trials can only be assembled through massive participation. Here, it is not only the data that is big but also the scale of the collaboration across scientists and academic institutions, clinics and health systems, and patients and communities. This is not just Big Data. It is Big Science.

Big Science can help us characterize and estimate differences that matter not just with precision, but credibly. This goes beyond determining whether the options are different, to estimating the magnitude and nature of their differences across diverse patients, outcomes, and contexts. To answer these questions, Big Science must take place across geographies, cultures, and models of care, a task that requires broad international collaboration in the conduct of large, multicenter randomized trials, prospective meta-analyses, and new designs we are yet to invent. The Table compares Big Science with other clinical care research approaches.

Just now, we are beginning to realize just how large Big Science has to be. For example, when the Patient-Centered Outcome Research Institute started funding trials, these planned to enroll only a few hundred patients. When Patient-Centered Outcome Research Institute pivoted to fund practical comparative effectiveness trials designed to meet the needs of decision makers, the planned size of these trials grew into the tens of thousands. To be feasible, work of this magnitude and complexity must take place within existing care settings, including practice networks dedicated to participate in a learning health system. To serve as a scaffold for the conduct of very large trials, Patient-Centered Outcome Research Institute invested in and assembled PCORNet (the National Patient-centered Clinical Research Network). The ADAPTABLE (Aspirin Dosing: A Patient-centric Trial Assessing Benefits and Long term Effectiveness), for example, was designed to make use of PCORNet to enroll 20000 patients with coronary disease to compare 2 doses of aspirin, across outcomes important to patients and across pertinent subgroups. Big Science makes this scale of work possible.

**From Competition to Collaboration**

To get to Big Science, however, we must extinguish competition from clinical research. Private foundations, local research funding offices, and federal agencies all use competition to allocate resources and build their portfolios. Competition kills. Competition, mostly centered on obtaining research funding, produces very few winners and very many losers. Lack of funding is interpreted by academic institutions to mean that peers have judged your ideas as unworthy and funding your research as wasteful. I cannot find good evidence in support of the notion that this form of competition improves ideas, drives innovation, and fosters talent in science. Has research funded during periods of austerity yielded better science?

Consider the work necessary to produce a research proposal and that 8 or 9 out of every 10 of these proposals ends up unfunded and buried in the unreadable hard drive of an outdated laptop. Some researchers, like lottery players, play their odds by submitting and resubmitting as many applications, even mediocre ones, as they can. This produces the illusion of productivity and keeps funding agency staff and reviewers busy. With their creativity, time, and effort wasted, trained talented researchers writing proposals instead of conducting new experiments burn out and give up, leaving behind unanswered questions and unexplored ideas. Perhaps these investigators, their ideas, and approaches were the weakest. Perhaps our system also discarded the brilliant, the generous, and the pathbreaker.

Because for every winner there are many losers, the winner learns not to share their secrets, their contacts, their approach, and their resources. When researchers are in the same institution—a situation that should facilitate collaboration and Big Science—sharing is discouraged when the promotion of one may require the failure of competitors. Transparency
and generosity, key scientific characteristics critical for Big Science, languish devalued and displaced by competition.

**What It Takes to Do Big Science**

The nature and magnitude of collaboration required for Big Science must follow from a fundamental change in the culture of research. Institutions will have to reward the collaborative and generous scientist, one who excels at followership, fellowship, engagement, and inclusion. Big Science requires close partnerships within and between communities of research and clinical practice. The methods deployed must work at scale and cause minimal disruption in the process and experience of clinical care. They must balance rigor with adequate privacy protection. And, we will have to invent new ways of funding

### Table. Comparison of Big Science With Other Clinical Care Research Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Little Science</th>
<th>Big Data</th>
<th>Big Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td>To meet needs of Food and Drug Administration regulators and to generate new knowledge</td>
<td>To support the needs of decision makers</td>
<td>To support the needs of decision makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td>Estimates efficacy on primary end point</td>
<td>Estimates associations, explore hypotheses, draw quasicausality inferences about comparative effects of alternative treatments, effects in subgroups, effects on infrequent or delayed outcomes</td>
<td>Estimate comparative effectiveness measured on outcomes that matter to patients, including burden of alternative courses of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Questions</strong></td>
<td>Address a goal important to the sponsor, regulator, or the investigator</td>
<td>Address what is possible given the available data</td>
<td>Address what is possible with generous collaboration and necessary for confident clinical decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>Selected to optimize responsiveness and support favorable indications</td>
<td>Real-world patients receiving all or part of their care in participating health systems or care funded by participating payers and for whom data and follow-up is sufficiently complete</td>
<td>Patients receiving care in practice-research networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparisons</strong></td>
<td>Often placebo</td>
<td>Usual practice</td>
<td>Usual care with evidence-based alternatives that patients value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data and sources</strong></td>
<td>Per protocol</td>
<td>As-is in existing data sets</td>
<td>Per protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design</strong></td>
<td>Smallest fastest trials; multicenter with few participants per center; and meta-analyses of these trials</td>
<td>Use data collected from linked observational databases formed by the practice and administration of healthcare</td>
<td>Largest possible study (multicenter trials and prospective meta-analyses) to precisely estimate effects, beneficial, and harmful, across a broad range of patients and contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tactics to achieve efficiency</strong></td>
<td>Enroll responsive participants; use surrogate and composite end points; compare to placebo</td>
<td>Ask multiple questions against data collected in the course of providing or paying for care</td>
<td>Use data generated and collected in the course of providing (documented in records) or receiving care (clinician and patient collected/reported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes</strong></td>
<td>Disease-oriented, surrogate markers assessed as soon as possible to obtain significant differences between arms</td>
<td>Surrogate markers, procedures, patient outcomes at sufficiently long follow-up periods by which data is sufficiently complete</td>
<td>Outcomes that decision makers (often patients) experience and value at sensible follow-up periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size–funding relationship</strong></td>
<td>As big as funding affords</td>
<td>As big as available in datasets</td>
<td>As big as possible, requiring multiple funding sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder involvement</strong></td>
<td>Optional, directed at making funding and recruiting feasible</td>
<td>Optional, directed at selecting analyses and disseminating results</td>
<td>Essential, from identifying question to disseminating results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope of collaboration</strong></td>
<td>Across researchers with outreach to nonresearch clinicians and patient groups to optimize recruitment</td>
<td>Across researchers and data owners/stewards</td>
<td>Across funders, healthcare practice networks, patient groups, researchers and dissemination agents, often internationally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidence in the body of evidence</strong></td>
<td>Indirect evidence in terms of patients, comparators, and outcomes; limited precision, particularly outside of primary end point (pooling can improve but cannot overcome other biases); biased publication related to interest of sponsor and other conflicts</td>
<td>Direct and highly precise comparisons are likely, but hindered by residual confounding. Blurred lines between protocol-driven work and data-driven protocols. Publication and reporting bias highly likely</td>
<td>Direct and highly precise results, even across a range of patients and contexts, are likely. Publication bias is less likely thanks to public protocols and visible large-scale conduct in real world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


to promote and support the work of collaborative multidisciplinary teams realizing best ideas and the practice networks that realize their plans.

Healthcare payers are exploring new care and payment models. We must consider the possibility that the biggest value proposition in healthcare involves caring for patients while we learn about how to improve care. Could payers reward care teams that collaborate with Big Science teams? It is possible that by breaking the budget silos of research and practice we can fund and sustain Big Science and improve evidence-based practice.

We need to be able to share protocols and ideas and need to be able to develop commons where that sharing happens freely and easily. The collaborative culture of Big Science should mitigate the fear that drives some researchers to claim ownership of ideas and data and facilitate collaboration in the secondary analyses of these complex and rich repositories, perhaps a better form of Big Data. Talented people sequestered in a room or thousands collaborating online could work toward the best possible research designs; communities of practice could pilot test and improve the feasibility of the protocol. The value proposition of Big Science, however, will be woefully incomplete unless it is able to fundamentally improve the lives of patients by translating evidence into practice. Some groups are leading the way through large scale collaborations that configure a learning system that is able to generate new evidence and improve quality of care.17,18

Clinicians and patients will still need to struggle to carefully identify what is best for each patient at each junction. They will have to consider the available options, including the option to participate in clinical trials, until the best way becomes evident. I do not think that science can ever answer the question of what is best for each patient; that answer depends on the values, preferences, and dynamic context of each one. But Big Science offers a promising chance to ease the challenging practice of patient-centered evidence-based care.

This integrated learning system—one that produces and uses Big Science to advance patient-centered care—will need broad engagement of stakeholders. The time is right as it has become increasingly difficult to imagine research without engaging patients and caregivers and other stakeholders in all aspects of clinical research.19 A similar shift is taking place in the work of developing research-practice communities and their common, of facilitating collaboration across ideas, protocols, work, and data, and of translating evidence into practice calls for inclusive and generous collaboration. The next big cultural challenge for biomedical science is to make generous collaboration fundamental.

Generous Collaboration
Science fairs sometimes inspire children to become scientists. What they learn in these fairs, unfortunately, is that a successful scientist is one that beats everyone else for recognition. Clinical researchers recognize the same rules apply to grown-up medical science. Show up often with your no-so-innovative grantmanship and compete to win. Keep your ideas, resources, and credit to yourself. These rules must change. To be successful, scientists focused on improving the care of patients must apply innovative craftsmanship. They must collaborate broadly while sharing generously and transparently without regard for credit. They must publish fully and liaise with others to ensure that science-based care reaches everyone who can benefit.

Big Science needs generous collaboration. The International Space Station, built and maintained by scientists from different countries orbits above, its fast and luminous path a monument to generous collaboration. In the bowels of Europe, the Large Hadron Collider is rewarding multinational financial and scientific collaboration with magnificent discoveries from the subatomic world. More insights into space and matter are being revealed thanks to the ingenuity, hard work, and generosity of collaborating people, institutions, and countries. The article describing the discovery of the Higgs boson listed the names of >5154 collaborators in its authorship byline in alphabetic order.21 Who discovered that particle? We all did. I hope the day will come when we can all celebrate the fruits of generous collaboration in medicine. A day in which Big Science helps patients and clinicians uncover what is best for the patient.
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